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Abstract In this paper we describe a comparison of two

analytical methods for educational computer games for

young children. The methods compared in the study are the

Structured Expert Evaluation Method (SEEM) and the

Combined Heuristic Evaluation (HE) (based on a combi-

nation of Nielsen’s HE and the fun-related concepts from

Malone and Lepper) with both usability and fun heuristics

for children’s computer games. To verify SEEM’s relative

quality, a study was set up in which adult evaluators pre-

dicted problems in computer games. Outcomes based on

thoroughness (whether the analytical method finds all

problems), validity (whether the analytical method

uncovers problems that are likely to be true) and appro-

priateness (whether the method is applied correctly) are

compared. The results show that both the thoroughness and

validity of SEEM are higher than the thoroughness and

validity of the Combined HE. The appropriateness scores

indicate that SEEM gives evaluators more guidance when

predicting problems than the Combined HE does.

Keywords Analytical evaluation methods � Children �
Computer games � (Combined) heuristic evaluation �
SEEM

1 Introduction

Analytical or inspection-based methods rely on evaluators

assessing (usability-related) aspects of a user interface.

These methods are popular because they often require less

formal training, take little time to apply, can be used both

early and late in the development process and do not re-

quire test users (Sears 1997). Furthermore, they are com-

plementary to empirical testing approaches, such as

usability testing with users (Baauw et al. 2005; Chattrati-

chart and Brodie 2004).

This paper presents a comparative study of two analyt-

ical evaluation methods (AEMs) for evaluating children’s

educational computer games from the adventure genre. It

compares a new AEM, called Structured Expert Evaluation

Method (SEEM), with a Combined Heuristic Evaluation

(Combined HE) both intended to assess usability and fun.

The initial development of SEEM and its assessment

compared to User Testing (UT)1 was described separately

in an earlier paper (Baauw et al. 2005). Eighteen experts

participated in the first study. They were experienced in at

least one of the following areas: children, usability and/or

usability testing methods and computer games. The experts

evaluated two different educational computer games for

young children (aged 5–7). They predicted 76% of the

problems uncovered with UT of the same game. Because

the experts also predicted many problems that were not

found during UT, an improved version of SEEM was

created.
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1.1 Usability and fun

Analytical evaluation methods for work-related products

are usually aimed at finding usability problems. When a

usability problem is encountered this means that a user is

not able to reach a goal in an efficient, effective or satis-

factory way. However when developing computer games,

the most important evaluation criterion is whether the game

provides a fun experience. Therefore, it is not sufficient to

focus on usability alone. Pagulayan et al. (2003) wrote

‘The ease of use of a game’s controls and interface is

closely related to fun ratings for that game. Think of this

factor as the gatekeeper on the fun of a game’. Thus the

quality of a computer game depends on both usability and

fun. Furthermore, when testing either fun or usability it is

very likely that problems of the other type will be

encountered as well. As a consequence, a list of both fun

and usability problems and causes to be fixed by the

developers should be created (Barendregt et al. 2003).

Structured Expert Evaluation Method is an analytical

method that has been developed to assess usability and fun

problems of young children’s computer games. SEEM has

been developed to evaluate adventure games, which is a

very common game genre for children between 5 and

7 years old. Most adventure games focus on exploration;

usually involve item gathering and simple puzzle solving.

They have roughly the same structure; they contain several

sub games that have to be played in order to reach an

overall goal. Among these sub games there are usually

motor-skill games and logical games. Sub games often

have some educational value. Children usually have some

freedom in deciding the order in which they want to play

the sub games.

1.2 Related design and evaluation methods

To put SEEM’s scope in perspective, this sections men-

tions a limited number of related design and evaluation

methods. Many well-known analytical methods, such as the

HE (Nielsen 1994) and the Cognitive Walkthrough (CW)

(Wharton et al. 1994) focus on the usability of products in

general. Most analytical methods developed specifically for

evaluating computer games focus mostly only on fun and

on adult games like, e.g. Desurvire et al.’s set of 43 heu-

ristics for playability (2004) and Federoff’s set of 40

heuristics for fun and usability (2002). Fabricatore et al.

(2002) provide a design model on playability, with a very

large set of detailed design recommendation and prescrip-

tions, which is intended for action video games for adults.

Another very large set of design guidelines, which was

developed specifically for children’s products, focuses on

websites for children, but not on computer games (Gilutz

and Nielsen 2002). Finally, the one set of heuristics which

was developed specifically for children’s computer games

focuses mostly on fun heuristics, and is intended for design

and not for evaluation purposes (Malone 1980, Malone and

Lepper 1987). The part of the set that focuses on individ-

ual, as opposed to interpersonal motivations, consists of

four main and 12 related and more detailed heuristics. In

summary, many design guideline and heuristic sets exist,

but they vary on their intended scope; for children or for

adults, their intended purpose; for design or for evaluation

and also on the amount of items in the respective sets and

their level of detail; ranging from very abstract, e.g. games

should be easy to learn, to very detailed, e.g. the appear-

ance should always transmit some information about what

the entity is wearing or using.

1.3 The Structured Expert Evaluation Method

The Structured Expert Evaluation Method consists of a

checklist with questions, originally based on Norman’s

theory of action model (Norman 1998) and on Malone’s

concepts of fun (Malone 1980). Norman’s model allows a

systematic analysis of user–product interaction. The model

consists of two main phases of user product introduction:

first, the Execution phase, that covers planning the actions,

translating the plans into actions and executing the actions

on a product, and second, the Evaluation phase, which

covers both, perceiving and interpreting the feedback and

evaluating the outcome of the previous actions on the

product. The model has the assumption of goal-driven

behaviour. This kind of behaviour is also applicable for

both children and computer games from the adventure

genre. To play a game successfully children have to reach

certain goals (e.g. to collect all the right tools from various

parts in the game in order to free the princess). SEEM’s

questions focus on the various phases of Norman’s action

cycle, complemented with questions based on the fun-re-

lated aspects from Malone. The questions deal with the

goal, the planning and translation into actions, the physical

actions, the feedback and the continuation in the game. So,

e.g. evaluators have to determine whether the goal can be

perceived, understood and whether the goal will be fun (see

Fig. 1).

Based on previous pilot studies a separate question

about the navigation, which is quite an important aspect of

computer games, was added. Navigation between different

screens and sub games in these kinds of games is often

realized by clicking at the edge of the screen or by clicking

an arrow-like button. Navigation issues are treated in a

separate question because it makes applying the walk-

through analysis easier in the context of screen-based

interactions.

Since both SEEM and the CW are based on Norman’s

action cycle, the two methods are very similar in their
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evaluation approach. In contrast with CW, experts applying

SEEM do not have to write success and failure stories for

each question. They have to fill in a problem report tem-

plate when they feel the answers to one of the questions is

‘no’.

Furthermore, SEEM combines the task-based approach

for the basic structure of the questions, with fun-based

heuristics. This integrated fun and usability question-based

structure is the result of various studies in which experts

reasoned about usability and fun problems in children’s

computer games (Barendregt et al. 2003, Barendregt and

Bekker 2004, Bekker et al. 2004).

1.4 Predicting problems with SEEM

To predict problems evaluators, also called experts, receive

the game to be evaluated, a manual explaining the use of

SEEM, a description of the game and a description of the

focus of the evaluation, e.g. what screens and sub games to

evaluate and the children’s age range to be taken into ac-

count. Subsequently, they will evaluate the game, while

exploring and playing the game themselves. Evaluators are

expected to check all questions for each screen or sub

game, and in case the answer to a question is ‘no’, record

the predicted problem in a problem report template. When

they are finished, the experts hand in their problem reports.

The individual problem reports of separate experts are

subsequently combined into an overall usability and fun

problem report, including a list of the most important

usability and fun problems found. For the purpose of a

comparison study such as described in this paper, the

emphasis is on the number of evaluators, who found each

problem. When the report is written for the developer of

the game the emphasis would be more on what design

decisions to change and why.

1.5 Assessing the quality of SEEM

In a previous study to assess a first version of SEEM 18

experts participated (Baauw et al. 2005). They were

experienced in at least one of the following areas: children,

usability and/or usability testing methods and computer

games. The experts evaluated two different educational

computer games for young children (aged 5–7). The results

showed that the experts predicted 76% of the problems

uncovered in UT of the same game. The problems in the

UT were determined using a coding scheme with break-

down indication types for usability and fun problems

(Barendregt and Bekker 2006). Unfortunately, experts also

predicted many problems that were not found during UT.

Based on these findings an improved version of SEEM was

created. The main change consisted of integrating the

questions related to fun issues into the action cycle, instead

of adding them as a separate set of questions in addition to

questions about the action cycle.

This paper describes a second study in which the im-

proved version of SEEM was compared to an alternative

AEM. While in the first study the predictions using SEEM

were compared to the outcome of UT, the second study

also examines how SEEM compares to another predictive

method. Since none of the existing analytical methods have

exactly the same scope as SEEM, i.e. predicting both fun

and usability problems of children’s computer games, two

existing methods were combined for the comparison study.

Most of the methods are heuristic-based and contain a

fairly large set of heuristics. Despite the fact that some of

the sets with fun-related guidelines are more recent than the

one developed by Malone and Lepper (1987), we chose

their set because the items still capture many of the

most relevant issues (e.g. a game should have a clear goal).

Also the set is manageable and developed specifically for

1. Goal
- Can children perceive and 
understand the goal? 
- Do children think the goal is 
fun?

2. Planning and translation into actions
- Can children perceive and 
understand the actions they 
have to execute in order to 
reach the goal? 
- Do children think the actions 
they have to execute in order to 
reach the goal are fun?

5. Continuation
- Is the goal getting closer fast enough? 
- Is the reward in line with the effort 
children have to do in order to reach 
the goal? 

4. Feedback (both after wrong 
and correct actions)
- Can children perceive and understand
the feedback (if any)? 
- Is the negative/positive feedback 
motivating?

6. Navigation (between screens)
- Are the navigation possibilities clear? 
- Are the exits from a (sub) game 
clear?

SEEM’s Questions

3. Physical actions
Are children able to perform 
the physical actions easily? 

Fig. 1 The task and fun-related

questions of SEEM, following

the action cycle, which have to

be checked at each screen of a

computer game
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children’s games. This set of four heuristics was combined

with Nielsen’s set of ten usability heuristics (Nielsen 1994)

to ensure that the combined set of 14 heuristics would

focus both on usability and fun. Nielsen’s set was chosen

since these usability heuristics have undergone extensive

testing and several iterations of design. Other heuristics

have not been used as often as Nielsen’s heuristics have

and may need further work before they are ideal for use in

a HE. For the purpose of this paper the alternative method

is called the Combined HE to indicate the difference with,

e.g. Nielsen’s HE (Nielsen 1994).

2 Performance metrics

Globally, existing analytical methods follow two different

approaches. The first approach requires evaluators to assess

whether a design complies with a set of ‘rules of thumb’.

The second approach takes a walkthrough form, in which

evaluators follow a step-wise process to uncover possible

user problems. SEEM follows the walkthrough approach,

while the Combined HE follows the ‘rule-comparison’

approach. Two frequently compared analytical methods are

the CW and the HE like, e.g. Sears does in his study (Sears

1997). Since no comparative studies have been conducted

on analytical methods for assessing children’s computer

games, no assumptions about the direction of the research

questions were derived from existing comparative studies.

To assess the relative quality of AEM’s, the problem

predictions should ideally be compared to a total list of real

problems in the product (see Fig. 2a). However, since it is

impossible to determine the total real problem set, UT was

used to generate a standard problem set as is state-of-the-

art procedure in method comparison studies (e.g. Hartson

et al. 2001; Cockton et al. 2003). To make the outcome of

the user test (the bottom-left circle in Fig. 2a) to be as close

to the real problem set as possible (the top circle in Fig. 2a)

many children (26) were involved in the user test and a

rigorous analysis procedure was followed (see Sect. 2.1).

These minimized the risk of missing problems or including

‘non-real’ problems by misinterpreting users’ behaviour.

The standard problem set based on UT (see Fig. 2b) is used

as a benchmark to determine whether the analytical

methods find all problems (thoroughness), and whether the

analytical methods make predictions that are likely to be

true (validity) (Hartson et al. 2001). These scores are

determined for all possible groups of 2 up to 9 evaluators,

since the value of these scores are highly dependent on the

number of evaluators. The values for thoroughness tend to

increase with more experts, whereas the values for validity

tend to decrease with more experts.

Furthermore, the extent to which the methods were ap-

plied as intended (appropriateness) will be compared to

determine to whether the application of the method itself

contributed to the predictions made, as opposed to the

expertise of the evaluators themselves (Cockton and

Woolrych 2001). Even though the appropriateness score

may be low, this measure does not influence the thor-

oughness and validity score of the findings of the experts as

such, it shows the relative contribution of the application of

the method to the amount of hits and false positives found.

2.1 User testing

Twenty-six children participated in the UT of a computer

game. The computer game for children used in this study

was Milo and the magical stones (2002), an educational

adventure game in which children have to help mice find

magical stones on an island. More details of this game are

described in Sect. 3.1.

All participating children were between 5 and 7 years

old. Children participants played the computer game as

they liked in a 30-min session, as previous research has

shown that providing tasks severely influences how chil-

dren play computer games (Barendregt et al. 2003). Ob-

server Pro (Noldus 2002), a software package for

observational research, was used for coding the video data

in order to detect problems. With this software observa-

tions can be logged in the digital video data by clicking

the appropriate behavioural category as defined in a

coding scheme for breakdown indications. The result of

this stage of analysis is a list of time stamps combined

Fig. 2 a Overview of the

terminology used when

comparing outcomes of

different evaluation methods,

such as User Testing (UT) and

an Analytical Evaluation

Method (AEM), to a real

problem set, and b when

comparing the outcome of an

AEM to UT
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with a behavioural category, the breakdown indications.

An example of a breakdown indication is (0.00.13.36,

Quit), meaning that at 13 s and 36 ms the child quit the

sub game. This can be a breakdown indication for a

usability problem, e.g. when the child quit because the

intended goal is unclear, or an indication of a fun prob-

lem, e.g. when she quits because the challenge of the

game is too high. Breakdown indications were subse-

quently grouped and interpreted. Because of concern for

the evaluator effect, eight out of the 26 user tests were

analysed by two of the authors. Furthermore, the two

evaluators discussed all problems extensively. The data

analysis of the user test resulted in a list of 49 problems.

For more information about the study set-up and data

analysis, see Barendregt et al. (in press).

2.2 Thoroughness

The first performance metric, thoroughness, measures the

proportion of real problems identified by an analytical

method (Hartson et al. 2001; Sears 1997). Real problems

are the problems approximated in our study to those found

by UT.

Thoroughness ¼ number of real problems predicted

number of real problems
ð1Þ

In other words: thoroughness is the relation between the

number of Hits (problems uncovered with UT that have

been predicted by evaluators) and the total standard prob-

lem set (problems identified with UT).

2.3 Validity

Validity is the number of Hits divided by the total number

of predictions from an evaluator. Validity measures the

proportion of the problems identified by an analytical

method that are real problems (Hartson et al. 2001; Sears

1997).

Validity ¼ number of real problems predicted

number of problems predicted
ð2Þ

2.4 Appropriateness

Analytical methods should support evaluators to predict

problems by asking relevant questions or providing rele-

vant guidelines. To measure to what extent the heuristics in

the Combined HE and the questions in SEEM supported

the evaluators in predicting problems, the appropriateness

of both methods will be compared (Cockton and Woolrych

2001). The appropriateness is the percentage of correctly

applied questions or heuristics. While thoroughness and

validity do not take into account whether the problems

were uncovered through the appropriate application of the

method, the appropriateness measure provides an indica-

tion of the evaluators’ understanding of the method.

However, evaluators are allowed to give more than one

question or heuristic as an explanation of a problem.

Evaluators can assign multiple questions or heuristics that

are all correct, they can assign multiple questions or heu-

ristics that are all incorrect, or they can assign multiple

questions or heuristics that are partly correct and partly

incorrect. Therefore, we will determine the appropriateness

in two different ways. First, the percentages of correctly

applied questions and heuristics are calculated by approv-

ing only questions and heuristics which are all applied

correctly. Second, the percentages are calculated by

approving sets of questions and heuristics, respectively that

are partly correct.

3 The comparative study

3.1 The computer game

The computer game for children used in this study was the

Dutch version of Milo and the magical stones (2002), from

now on referred to as Milo. At several places in the game

the children can find magical stones, but they cannot take

them without playing a game (they have to earn the mag-

ical stones by completing different sub games).

An example of a screen shot of Milo can be seen in

Fig. 3. The purpose of this sub game is that children find

and click two crabs that make the same noise. Other rele-

vant navigational elements on the screen are the stone in

Fig. 3 Screen shot from one of the sub games from Milo and the

Magical Stones (
�

MediaMix Benelux)
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the bottom-left corner (represents a map for navigation),

the butterfly in the right-hand corner (for quitting the game)

and the two arrow-sticks (one in the center and one at the

left side of the screen).

The computer game is intended for children aged four to

eight. Milo contains ten sub games, two navigational

screens, three story screens, one help-screen and one screen

for stopping the game. Among the sub games there are

motor-skill games, logical games and creative screens.

Many problems were anticipated for children playing the

computer game, because even adult researchers had some

difficulties while playing the games. This makes the

computer game suitable for the experiment.

3.2 Participants

In sum 19 students from our department participated in the

test. Eight students were freshman, six were second year

students and five were third year students. A between-

subjects design was used. Nine students evaluated Milo

with the help of SEEM and ten students evaluated Milo

with the help of the Combined HE. To determine whether

the students are good enough experts, the outcome of the

predictions will be compared to how well experts in a

previous study predicted.

3.3 Procedure

All participants were given an introductory lecture to the

field of inspection-based evaluation methods. They re-

ceived a written manual about either SEEM or the Com-

bined HE depending on which method they had to use, so

each participant was taught only one method in detail. The

SEEM manual explained the theoretical basis of the

method. Furthermore it contained an explanation of

SEEM’s questions and a description of the procedure for

applying the questions. Evaluators applying SEEM were

asked to systematically check SEEM’s questions for all

possible actions on the screens to be evaluated. The

Combined HE manual contained an explanation of Niel-

sen’s usability heuristics (Nielsen 1994) and Malone and

Lepper’s concepts of fun (Malone and Lepper 1987) and a

description of the procedure for applying the two heuristic

sets. The evaluators applying the Combined HE approach

were asked to consider both sets of heuristics when playing

the sub games on the screens to be evaluated. In compar-

ison to the SEEM approach the Combined HE approach

allowed a more free-style exploration of each screen to

uncover possible violations of the heuristics. The manuals

contained many corresponding examples of problems that

children had encountered during game play of other com-

puter games and it also explained the problem report for-

mat. The format for the Inspection Problem Report (IPR) is

based on Lavery et al. (1997). Evaluators had to fill in the

screen number, the heuristic or SEEM’s question the

problem referred to, a short problem description, expected

causes of the problem and expected outcomes of the

problem. The reports from UT of Milo were written

according to the same structure. By teaching and con-

straining evaluators to use the IPR format, the comparison

of their predictions to the problems uncovered with UT

became easier. Nevertheless, the main purpose of the IPR

was to assist evaluators in reporting problems accurately

and thoroughly.

The participants were given a training of an hour and a

half in which they evaluated another computer game for

young children. This game was the Dutch version of

Rainbow, the most beautiful fish of the ocean (2002), an

adventure game developed for children from 3 to 7 years

old. The training contained a class demonstration of the

method with examples of the problems uncovered with UT

of Rainbow. Participants were instructed to go through the

questions or heuristics at least once per screen. Then the

participants had to evaluate two sub games of Rainbow in

pairs. The reported problems were discussed in class and

compared to the problem list from these sub games ob-

tained from UT.

One week later participants were provided feedback on

their IPR’s from the training session in a session of 30 min.

This feedback addressed how evaluators filled in the IPR,

e.g. whether consistent mistakes were made concerning the

use of the questions or the description of the problem

predictions. After receiving the feedback all participants

evaluated Milo for an hour and a half. Participants were not

given any tasks, however there were some sub games that

they were obliged to evaluate. These sub games were

marked on an overview with screenshots of the sub games

that was handed out to the participants. The authors were

all present during the evaluation, so if they noticed a par-

ticipant was spending time on a sub game that was not

obligatory, they mentioned to the person it would be best if

he or she would evaluate another part of the game. The

obligatory sub games were selected because about 50% of

the children played these sub games during UT and be-

cause these sub games contained many uncovered prob-

lems. Participants had to evaluate at least all six obligatory

sub games during the evaluation.

3.4 Analysis of the data

Two of the authors collaboratively judged whether a pre-

diction from an evaluator matched with a problem obtained

from UT, resulting in a Hit. An example of a Hit in Milo is

the following: in one sub game Milo has to cross a lake by

jumping on water lilies to get to a toad. The toad is only

letting Milo pass if he catches some flies for the toad. The
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explanation for the children of how they should catch the

flies is: ‘Stand behind the flies and jump when they are

down’. For 13 children this explanation was not enough,

they did not understand how to catch the flies (they had to

jump on a water lily and when a fly was in front of them they

had to jump to the next water lily). This problem was pre-

dicted by five evaluators that evaluated Milo with SEEM

and by eight evaluators that applied the Combined HE.

A Miss is a problem uncovered with UT which has not

been predicted by evaluators. An example of a Miss in the

same sub game of Milo is a problem that two children

experienced. Once these children had caught a fly, they did

not know how to give the fly to the toad. They were sup-

posed to jump to the shore where the toad was and then

wait until the toad grabbed the fly from Milo. These chil-

dren tried to drag the fly to the toad as soon as they jumped

on the shore.

Predictions from evaluators that could not be matched to

one of the problems from the standard problem set were

classified as False Positives. An example of a False Posi-

tive in the same sub game is the following: a challenge

children have to overcome is that there are fish that should

be clicked away because the fish are intended to make Milo

fall. Two evaluators who used SEEM and three evaluators

who used the Combined HE predicted that it was not clear

to children that the fish could be chased away by clicking at

them. Since none of the children explicitly indicated this

during UT and some children actually did click at the fish

in order to chase them away, this problem prediction was

judged to be a False Positive.

The same two people judged whether the predictions from

evaluators were correctly linked to either one of the ques-

tions or the heuristics. The combination of a question or

heuristic and a problem prediction was correct when the

number of a question or heuristic was the right fit according

to the judges. Also when evaluators filled in a number that

was not corresponding to our first choice but very well

possible in relation to the problem, this was counted as cor-

rect. The combination was counted as incorrect, when either

the wrong question or heuristic was used or in some rare

cases when the evaluator had not filled in any number at all.

4 Results

The analyses are based on the data related to the obligatory

sub games since evaluators had to give these screens the

most attention. Figure 4 shows an overview of the numbers

of all predicted problems per evaluation method. The

number of problems uncovered with UT of these sub

games is 49. Thirty of these problems were predicted by

both SEEM and the Combined HE. The students applying

SEEM uncovered 70 problems, did not find 11 problems

uncovered by UT (misses), and predicted 32 problems not

found by UT. The students applying the Combined HE

approach uncovered 68 problems, did not find 14 problems

uncovered by UT, and predicted 33 problems not found in

UT. Thirteen problems, not found through UT, were

uncovered both by students applying SEEM and those

applying Combined HE.

4.1 Assessment of the thoroughness

The three performance metrics were determined as de-

scribed in Sect. 2.2–2.4. Figure 2 shows the thoroughness

of SEEM and the Combined HE. Statistical analyses were

performed on the average thoroughness scores for all

possible groups of two, three and four up to nine evalua-

tors. The numbers of groups possible for one, two, three, up

to nine evaluators, based on the number of evaluators that

participated in the study are shown in Table 1.

The thoroughness of SEEM ranges from 0.26 for one

evaluator (SD = 0.10) to 0.78 for all nine evaluators (the

standard deviation cannot be calculated for nine evaluators

because there were only nine evaluators that evaluated the

computer game with SEEM, so there is only one thor-

oughness score). The thoroughness of the Combined HE

UT
(49 problems) 

Combined HE 
(68 problems) 

SEEM
(70 problems) 

6

30

8
5

20
19

13

Fig. 4 Overview of number of problems predicted per evaluation

method, with the overlap in the centre indicating the 30 problems

found by all three methods, and the three separate circles indicating

the number of problems found by UT, SEEM and Combined HE

Table 1 Number of possible

groups based on the total num-

ber of evaluators per method

and the number of evaluators

per group

Number of

evaluators

SEEM HE

1 9 10

2 36 45

3 84 120

4 126 210

5 126 252

6 84 210

7 36 120

8 9 45

9 1 10
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starts at about the same value (0.25 for one evaluator,

SD = 0.11) but ends at a lower value (0.70 for groups of

nine evaluators, SD = 0.02). This is illustrated in Table 2.

This table shows that the thoroughness of SEEM is

higher than the thoroughness of the Combined HE (with

groups of three evaluators the difference is already statis-

tically significant with two-tailed testing; p < 0.01), and as

more evaluators are included the difference increases.

4.2 Assessment of the validity

The values of the validity of SEEM and the Combined HE

were computed for all possible groups of two to nine

evaluators (see Table 3 for an overview).

The validity of SEEM begins with an average value of

0.68 for one evaluator (SD = 0.13) while the validity of the

Combined HE is slightly lower, it begins with a validity of

0.59 for one evaluator (SD = 0.10). When comparing the

validity of groups of nine evaluators, SEEM’s validity is

0.54 (once again the standard deviation cannot be deter-

mined because there were only nine evaluators that eval-

uated the computer game with SEEM meaning that there is

only one validity score when looking at nine evaluators)

and the validity of the Combined HE is 0.52 (SD = 0.01).

So in terms of validity, SEEM scores higher than the

Combined HE. From groups of two evaluators up to seven

evaluators according to a two-tailed test the difference is

statistically significant (p £ 0.001), and for eight evalu-

ators it is significantly different at a p £ 0.01.

4.3 Assessment of the appropriateness

The appropriateness is calculated as an average score of all

overlapping predictions from evaluators (both Hits and

False Positives) to make a more valid comparison. The first

appropriateness measure in which all questions and heu-

ristics given by the evaluator should be correct was 75%

for SEEM and 35.9% for the Combined HE. The second

appropriateness measure in which only a part of the

questions or heuristics given by the evaluator should be

correct was 90% for SEEM and 39% for the Combined HE.

Evaluators using SEEM were thus better able to assign a

correct question to a problem than the evaluators using

Combined HE were able to assign a correct heuristic to a

problem.

4.4 Student participants as experts

The suitability of using students as participants is deter-

mined by comparing the thoroughness and validity scores

of the students applying SEEM in this study with the scores

of the experts applying SEEM in one of our previous

studies (Baauw et al. 2005). The average thoroughness of

the experts and the students is 0.82 and 0.78, respectively.

The average validity of the experts and the students is 0.56

and 0.54, respectively. This comparison can only lead to

tentative conclusions because of the differences between

the two studies, e.g. the experts used an earlier version of

SEEM. Based on these results we assume that the students

were knowledgeable enough to function as participants in

our study to assess SEEM.

5 Discussion

5.1 Comparison with other studies

It is difficult to compare outcomes of different method

comparison studies, because they vary on so many aspects

of the study set-up and analysis approach. However, to give

Table 2 Thoroughness scores and t-test outcome of group sizes 1 to

9 of experts applying SEEM and Combined HE (C-HE)

Group

size

SEEM Mean

(st.dev,

N)

C-HE Mean

(st.dev

N)

df t

1 0.26 (0.10, 9) 0.25 (0.11, 10) 17 246

2 0.41 (0.10, 36) 0.39 (0.09, 45) 79 1,152

3 0.51 (0.09, 84) 0.48 (0.08, 120) 202 2,830**

4 0.58 (0.08, 126) 0.54 (0.07, 210) 334 5,036***

5 0.64 (0.07, 126) 0.59 (0.05, 252) 376 7,258***

6 0.68 (0.06, 84) 0.62 (0.04, 210) 292 8,729***

7 0.72 (0.05, 36) 0.65 (0.03, 120) 154 8,768***

8 0.75 (0.03, 9) 0.68 (0.02, 45) 52 7,260***

9 0.78 0.70 (0.02, 10) 9 4,593**

** p < 0.01, two-tailed

*** p < 0.001, two-tailed

Table 3 Validity scores and t-test outcome for group sizes 1 to 9 of

experts applying SEEM and Combined HE

Group

size

SEEM Mean

(st.dev, N)

C-HE Mean

(St. dev N)

df t

1 0.68 (0.13, 9) 0.59 (0,10, 10) 17 1,764

2 0.64 (0.09, 36) 0.58 (0.05, 45) 79 3,638***

3 0.62 (0.07, 84) 0.58 (0.04, 120) 202 5,606***

4 0.60 (0.06, 126) 0.57 (0.03, 210) 334 6,973***

5 0.58 (0.05, 126) 0.56 (0.03, 252) 376 7,387***

6 0.57 (0.04, 84) 0.55 (0.02, 210) 292 6,752***

7 0.56 (0.03, 36) 0.54 (0.02, 120) 154 5,288***

8 0.55 (0.02, 9) 0.53 (0.02, 45) 52 3,470**

9 0.54 0.52 (0.01, 10) 9 1,668

** p < 0.01, two-tailed

*** p < .001, two-tailed
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a global impression of the relative quality of our findings,

the results from this study will be compared to the results

of other studies. Of the various studies that have compared

CWs and HE (e.g. Cuomo and Bowen 1994; Jeffries et al.

1991; Sears 1997) we discuss the study by Sears (1997)

because the comparison is based on the evaluation by a

larger number of evaluators per evaluation method and the

outcome is compared to the outcome of UT. We discuss

our results on appropriateness in relation to the study by

Cockton et al. (2003). Sears compared three AEMs (HE,

CW and Heuristic Walkthrough); only the results con-

cerning HE and CW will be discussed here (because these

methods most resemble the methods compared in our

study). Sears found that CW was less thorough than HE.

Our results show that the thoroughness of SEEM is slightly

higher than the thoroughness of the Combined HE, which

is not in line with Sears’ result. This could be due to the

many differences between Sears’ study and our study, e.g.

evaluating computer games (end product) for children

versus evaluating a paper design document of a product for

adults (early in the interface development process). The

lower number of problems found with CW in Sears’ study

was due to the limited number of less serious problems

found by evaluators applying CW. Sears explained this

result by stating that the HE approach allows evaluators to

explore the interface freely to look for additional problems

while the CW approach does not allow a free-form eval-

uation. In our study the opportunities for free exploration

were fairly limited, because the experts focused on a lim-

ited set of screens, thus limiting the chance of evaluators

applying the Combined HE to uncover extra problems.

Another explanation for the difference between our and

Sears’ results, is that SEEM’s questions, have been spe-

cially developed for children’s computer games, so they are

supposed to cover most aspects of computer games that

cause problems including the less serious ones, whereas

CW is based on a more general model applicable to a wider

range of products.

Sears found that HE scored lower on validity than CW

did, due to the number of False Positives. False Positives

are the predictions from evaluators that were not uncovered

in the User Test. Evaluators using the HE may focus their

attention on issues of less importance to users (because HE

provides less guidance than CW), resulting in an increased

number of False Positives for the HE. In our study SEEM

scores higher than Combined HE in terms of validity,

which is in line with the results found by Sears.

Cockton et al. (2003) conducted a HE with many par-

ticipants (thirty-one analysts divided over ten groups in the

latest study compared to 96 analysts divided over 16

groups in an earlier version of the study). They found

appropriateness scores for the HE of 31 and 57%. In the

present study, the appropriateness for the Combined HE

varies from 35.9 to 39%, which indicates that the under-

standing of the Combined HE was similar to the under-

standing of HE in the first study by Cockton et al. (2003),

but worse than in their second study (taking note of the

difficulty of comparing evaluation methods assessed in

different studies, this can only be seen as an indication).

The appropriateness score for SEEM’s questions in an

earlier study was 74% (Baauw et al. 2005). The appropri-

ateness in the present study was higher for SEEM (90%),

which indicates that the understanding of SEEM has im-

proved. This might be due to the fact that some of SEEM’s

questions were changed after the first study.

Note that the descriptions of heuristics are relatively

vague and thus have a wider scope, as compared to the

descriptions of SEEM’s questions. Because of the differ-

ences in the way the heuristics and SEEM’s questions are

described, usually many more heuristics can be matched to

one problem description, whereas usually only one ques-

tion can be matched to a problem description. Thus, it is

usually much clearer, whether evaluators have applied

SEEM correctly, than whether the Combined HE approach

was applied correctly.

5.2 Reassessment of the False Positives

As mentioned earlier in this article, analytical and empir-

ical methods are complementary (Baauw et al. 2005;

Chattratichart and Brodie 2004). This means that some

problems that were predicted by evaluators and were not

found during UT might very well be true. Thus, problems

coded as False Positives (sector C in Fig. 2b) can in fact be

either hits by the AEM only (sector F in Fig. 2a; now to be

called Complementary Hits) or False Positives of an AEM

only (sector D in Fig. 2a; now to be called True False

Alarms). False Positives that were clearly no problems for

any of the children in the UT and problem descriptions

based on incorrect assumptions by the expert about the

game are judged to be True False Alarms. False Positives

related to problems that children are not inclined to ver-

balize and where children’s behaviour is difficult to inter-

pret and related to suggestions for improvements to the

game were judged to be Complementary Hits.

The same researchers that determined whether predic-

tions from experts matched with problems uncovered with

UT reassessed the False Positives to determine the likeli-

hood of them being real problems, i.e. Complementary Hits

or in other words a real problem that has not been found

during UT. An example of a Complementary Hit is the

following: in one sub game of Milo children have to click

at two crabs that make the same sound. However, these

crabs walk around and all look alike, so it is impossible to

follow any tactic. Children just clicked the crabs randomly

until they clicked the right ones. Many evaluators predicted
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that it would be more fun when children could use a tactic

to solve this sub game (12 evaluators predicted this Com-

plementary Hit, four evaluated the computer game with

SEEM and eight with the Combined HE). However, none

of the children explicitly indicated this. Thus, while this

problem was not obtained from UT, it could very well be

true.

However other problem predictions that were originally

determined to be False Positives were not judged to be

Complementary Hits, but as incorrect predictions (True

False Alarms). For example, one expert applying SEEM

had insufficient knowledge about the game and mentioned

that it was a problem that one sub game had to played,

before being able to continue the game. However, since

this is not the case, this problem is a True False Alarm.

Table 4 shows the number of False Positives, Comple-

mentary Hits and True False Alarms of all evaluators. This

table shows that most False Positives are Complementary

Hits. Overall, the two methods are very similar in the sense

that they each predict a similar amount of new problems or

Complementary Hits (respectively 25 problems with

SEEM and 24 with the Combined HE) and only a few

problems that are unlikely to be experienced by real users

(True False Alarms). These results are tentative since the

approach for coding problems into these categories needs

to be refined further.

5.3 Study set-up

Another topic for discussion is the influence of using stu-

dents as experts on the outcome in a study such as this. Our

experience in previous studies has been that people become

better able to predict problems correctly, if they have a

basic understanding of user–system interaction issues, if

they learn to work systematically and if they receive spe-

cific feedback on a first attempt at predicting problems. A

comparison was made of the quality of the predictions of

the students participating in this study with the experts

participating in the previous study (see Baauw et al. 2005).

The comparison showed that the scores for validity and

thoroughness were very similar for the students and the

experts, indicating that the students had enough usability

expertise and were trained well enough for the purpose of

this study to function as an ‘expert’.

5.4 Generalization

The results described in this paper should be looked at with

a few aspects in mind. The first is that this comparison has

been made with the help of only one educational adventure

game. It cannot be said with certainty that the results will

still hold if the experiment would be conducted again with

another kind of game. However, we think the game we

used in this study is a good representative of an adventure

game. In the first study with SEEM (Baauw et al. 2005)

two different educational adventure games were evaluated.

One of the computer games was the same as the one used in

this study (Milo). The other game, which was the Dutch

version of Roger Rabbit: Fun in the Clouds (2003), focused

more on education than Milo. Together they covered a

wide range of activities that are often presented in educa-

tional adventure games for children, like motor-skill games

and cognitive challenges. Therefore the combination of

these two games was a good representative of the genre.

The results on thoroughness, validity and the understanding

of SEEM showed similar trends for the two games.

Therefore it is likely that the results as described in this

paper can be generalized to a variety of educational

adventure games.

The second point regarding the generalization is the fact

that all evaluations described in this paper deal with chil-

dren between 5 and 7 years old. Therefore it cannot be said

with certainty that the results will also apply for older

children. Another study, in which SEEM was applied to

computer games for older children led to similar results on

thoroughness, validity and appropriateness scores (Baauw

et al. 2006).

It is possible that another set of heuristics generates

other results. The reason why we did not choose another,

perhaps more recent, set of heuristics is that the sets we

used have undergone extensive testing and several itera-

tions of design. Other sets with heuristics have been used

much less extensively and therefore may need further work

before they are ideal for use in a (Combined) HE.

Another issue that might be pursued in the future is

whether SEEM might be used by children evaluators. We

initially developed SEEM for adult users, assuming that the

people applying an analytical method need to have at least

human-computer interaction expertise. Furthermore, we

assumed that, especially young children, have not yet

developed their cognitive abilities enough to be able to

reflect on their behaviour to uncover and analyse the

problems they might encounter. Other studies have made a

start with examining whether children can apply the HE

approach (MacFarlane and Pasiali 2005). In a similar vein,

it might be possible to have older children (e.g. 12–14 year

olds) evaluate younger children’s games, based on the

assumption that it is easier for slightly older children to

Table 4 Outcome of the reassessment of the False Positives into

Complementary Hits and True False Alarms

False

Positives

Complementary

Hits

True False

Alarms

SEEM 32 25 7

The Combined HE 33 24 9
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reflect on the games and that they are more closely in tune

with younger children than adult evaluators. This would

require that SEEM’s question and SEEM’s manual be

adapted to younger users. It will also be interesting to

determine whether SEEM can also be applied to products

for children other than computer games.

6 Practical advice

Based on the findings of this study we provide some advice

for practitioners. Since the outcome of UT and AEMs is

complementary, it is always good to combine these ap-

proaches during the development of computer games.

Furthermore, the findings on thoroughness indicate that in

our study nine experts find 70 and 78% applying Combined

HE and SEEM, respectively. This figure is lower than the

percentage of problems found by experts applying HE as

provided by Nielsen (1994). As a consequence when

evaluating computer games for children we would advice

practitioners to involve at least eight to nine experts to

predict problems using SEEM or combine HE. Such ex-

perts need to receive a thorough training on the method

including at least one prediction session and providing

them with feedback on the thoroughness, validity and

appropriateness of their predictions.

7 Conclusion

We described a comparative study assessing SEEM’s

effectiveness and appropriateness compared to a Com-

bined HE, which is a method based on a combination of

Nielsen’s HE (Nielsen 1994) and the fun-related concepts

from Malone and Lepper (1987). The results show that

the thoroughness of SEEM is higher than the thorough-

ness of the Combined HE. In other words the overlap

with UT is higher for SEEM than for the Combined HE.

Also the validity of SEEM is higher than the validity of

the Combined HE, meaning that the proportion of prob-

lem predictions that are real problems is better for SEEM

than it is for the Combined HE. The appropriateness, or

correct use of the questions or the heuristics, is much

higher for SEEM than it is for the Combined HE. This

indicates that SEEM gave evaluators more guidance when

predicting problems than the Combined HE did. Fur-

thermore, the results show that UT finds problems not

uncovered by the predictive approaches, and the predic-

tive approaches find problems not uncovered by UT. This

indicates that ideally UT and predictive approaches

should be combined in practice.

Overall, the study has shown that SEEM’s walkthrough

approach compares favourably to the heuristic-based

approach on the effectiveness scores of thoroughness,

validity and appropriateness.
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